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Toward integrated fire management
to promote ecosystem resilience
By Katherine Wollstein, Megan K. Creutzburg, Christopher Dunn, Dustin D. Johnson,
Casey O’Connor, and Chad S. Boyd

On the Ground

• Management interventions for addressing invad- 
ing annual grasses and encroaching conifers and
their effects on fire dynamics in the sagebrush
ecosystem are largely reactive.
• Reactive management limits tools for promoting

long-term ecosystem resilience on a fire-prone
landscape.
• We propose an integrated fire management ap- 

proach in which all management activities before,
during, and after wildfire are synergistic and im- 
prove long-term ecosystem response to fire.
• Harney County Wildfire Collaborative is adapt- 

ing the Potential Operational Delineations (PODs)
framework to improve fire outcomes and promote
values at risk in the Stinkingwater Mountains pilot
project area.
• The PODs framework serves to promote a broader

geographic strategy for addressing the underly- 
ing causes of frequent and severe wildfires in the
sagebrush ecosystem.
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Threats to the resistance and resilience of the sagebrush 

cosystem span multiple spatial and temporal scales and over- 
ie a complex social-ecological landscape.1 Conifer encroach- 

ent and non-native annual grasses interact with wildfire oc- 
urrence and severity and create positive feedback loops.2-4 

nfortunately, risk mitigation and management interven- 
ions generally react to conifer encroachment, annual grass 
022 
nvasion, and wildfire events as isolated threats to ecosystem 

esilience—despite their mutual reinforcement. 
Strategic management before, during, and after wildfire fo- 

used on improving ecosystem resilience is foundational to 

ddressing disrupted fire regimes in the sagebrush ecosys- 
em. Therefore, a fundamental change to rangeland manage- 
ent is needed; managing for improved fire outcomes must 

e the lens through which all activities are planned and im- 
lemented. We use the Harney County Wildfire Collabo- 
ative’s (HCWC) adoption of Potential Operational Delin- 
ations (PODs) to discuss the utility of an integrated fire 
anagement approach to transition reactive rangeland man- 

gement to proactive planning and management to promote 
angeland values at risk before, during, and after wildfire. 

eactive management perpetuates ecosystem
hreats

Wildfire is integral to the sagebrush ecosystem,5 but fire 
xclusion over the last century has facilitated conifer en- 
roachment and subsequent buildup of highly volatile fu- 
ls in novel areas.3 Additionally, invading non-native annual 
rasses contribute to more frequent and fast-spreading fires,
nd convert previously perennial-dominated plant communi- 
ies to annual-dominated ones.6 , 7 Invasive annual grasses in- 
rease the probability of wildfires in a positive feedback loop.8 

he long-term consequences of disrupted fire regimes in the 
agebrush ecosystem have led to 1) frequent fires fueled by 
nd that promote invasive annual grasses, and 2) high sever- 
ty burns in novel plant communities where conifers have en- 
roached. 

Fire response and postfire restoration—predominant ap- 
roaches to addressing these long-term consequences—are 
eactionary responses. These activities address immediate, ur- 
ent needs, but are not necessarily aligned with longer-term 

bjectives such as ecosystem resilience.9 For example, during 

 fire event, fire response is largely focused on controlling and 

ontaining a fire. This is appropriate when a wildland fire 
hreatens a site with low resilience to fire and low resistance 
o annual grass invasion. However, if sites that may benefit 
rom burning were identified in advance (e.g., where conifers 
ave encroached, as the effects of fire last longer than me- 
hanical treatments) 10 , 11 or if fuel treatments to reduce burn 
227
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everity had been implemented before the fire, incident re-
ponders could allow accordingly some fires to burn to pro-
ote long-term ecosystem benefits. 
Underlying these biophysical processes, the sagebrush

cosystem is comprised of a network of private, federal, state,
ribal, and other landownership types. Therefore, multiple ac-
ors are often involved in planning fuels treatments or com-
leting rehabilitation projects, which can lead to difficulties
oordinating management activities across jurisdictions (e.g.,
panchin-Niell et al., Davies et al., this issue).12 , 13 Further-
ore, reactive management often relegates stakeholder input

n social, economic, and ecological values to after the fire
e.g., during Emergenc y S tabilization and Rehabilitation pro-
edures). 

Today, this social-ecological system and the capacity of its
lant communities to maintain and recover their fundamen-
al composition and structure (see Boyd) 14 is not aligned with
urrent fire dynamics. Rather than simply treating invasive an-
ual grasses and encroaching conifers, we must address the
nderlying causes of these interrelated threats to ecosystem
esilience. This requires an integrated fire management ap-
roach in which all management activities implemented be-
ore, during, and after wildfire are synergistic and improve
ong-term ecosystem response to fire. 

oward integrated fire management: A 

ramework 

To improve fire outcomes and rangeland resilience, a
roactive management approach is needed to accommodate
he complex spatial-temporal, ecological, and social context of
ildfire in the sagebrush ecosystem. This requires integrating
re and rangeland science, social values, and fire management
echnologies in the strategic selection of land management
ctivities to produce long-term ecosystem benefits.15 

Given these needs, the HCWC is adopting a PODs ap-
roach to 1) identify viable control lines where Incident Man-
gement teams can feasibly and safely respond to wildfires, 2)
ormulate a cohesive vegetation and fuels management strat-
gy before fires occur within this network of control lines, and
) strategically restore sites to enhance overall resilience to fire
nd resistance to invasion by annual grasses. These activities
im to limit the occurrence of large, severe wildfires, improve
cological, social, and economic outcomes of fires when they
o occur, and promote rangeland values adversely affected by
re. We describe a PODs framework adapted to a rangeland
ontext and the potential benefits derived from this integrated
re management approach. 

ontext: Harney County Wildfire Collaborative 

The 2014 Buzzard Complex Fire burned nearly 162,000
a (400,000 acres), including 40,500 ha (100,000 acres) in the
tinkingwater Mountains area of Harney County in south-
ast Oregon. After this, the HCWC was formed to prevent
nd prepare for severe wildfires and rehabilitate the land-
28 
cape when they do occur. HCWC selected the Stinkingwa-
er Mountains as a pilot project area centered on restoration
nd creating a more fire-resilient landscape. The project area
ncompasses > 126,000 ha (312,000 acres) near the towns of
urns and Crane, Oregon, and includes a mix of private and
ureau of Land Management (BLM)-managed lands ( Fig. 1 ).
he landscape also includes a diverse range of ecological con-
itions including sagebrush ( Artemisia spp.) and bunchgrass
ommunities, areas where western juniper ( Juniperus occiden-
alis ) has encroached, and large areas impacted by wildfire are
ominated by invasive annual grasses. 

HCWC partners are diverse including fire professionals,
tate and federal agency resource managers, local govern-
ent officials, the Burns-Paiute Tribe, ranchers, nonranching

andowners, nongovernmental organizations, and the public
oncerned with resources such as wildlife, recreation access,
nd water quality. HCWC meets bimonthly and functions as
 venue for organizing, knowledge-sharing, deciding, and le-
itimizing decisions and actions. Subcommittees are formed
s needed to plan and execute specific initiatives, such as de-
ermining locations for fuel breaks for the Pueblo Mountain
ilot Project (see Wollstein et al.).16 

Some of the HCWC’s existing efforts in the Stinkingwa-
er Mountains project area include working with the BLM
nd the Natural Resource Conservation Service to control in-
asive annual grasses (e.g., Taeniatherum caput-medusae [L.]
evski and Bromus tectorum [L.]) and western juniper en-

roachment, increase perennial bunchgrass abundance, and
reate fuel breaks on federal and private lands. In the long
erm, HCWC seeks to support a landscape resilient to wild-
re and provide for a diversity of values in the Stinkingwater
ountains area. 

dapting a PODs framework 

PODs are polygons that spatially aggregate a landscape
nto meaningful units by integrating fire professionals’ exper-
ise on Potential Control Locations (PCLs) and other infor-
ation such as wildfire risk and stakeholders’values associated
ith areas on the landscape.17 , 18 These tools are provided to

ncident Management Teams to aid decision making, facil-
tating adoption and integration of local knowledge and ex-
ectations in wildfire response.19 Early development of the
ODs framework was spearheaded by the USDA Forest Ser-
ice with support from Colorado State University and Ore-
on State University. Over 45 National Forests in the western
nited States have created PODs across their forests and into

djacent ownerships,20 coordinating with other land man-
gers in a collaborative process. PODs have increasingly been
pplied in mixed ownership landscapes and beyond National
orests, including those with BLM and private landowner-
hips.20 , 21 

PCLs define the boundaries of PODs and are derived
rom statistical analyses of features fire managers have suc-
essfully used in the past to contain fires,22 and integrat-
ng these with fire managers’ experiential knowledge in
ollaborative venues.18 These locations must be accessible by
Rangelands 



Figure 1. Harney County Wildfire Collaborative’s pilot project area in the Stinkingwater Mountains, Oregon. The area is primarily managed by the 
Bureau of Land Management but includes many private landowners and other state and federal lands. A large portion of the landscape has been 
affected by fire in the last decade (fire perimeters from the SageCon Landscape Planning Tool). 46 
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ncident responders and sufficiently devoid of fuels to safely 
eploy personnel and resources necessary to suppress a fire;
n Harney County, such locations are typically existing roads 
see Wollstein et al.).16 Other information such as the Sup- 
ression Difficulty Index (i.e., a quantitative rating of relative 
ifficulty of performing suppression) can complement PCLs 
nd identify areas where fire response will be safe and most 
ffective.23 

A wildfire risk assessment is also integrated into the PODs 
ramework, which includes burn probability, fire intensity, and 

or spatially explicit values the effects on values if an area were 
o burn.18 Together, these inputs summarize the outcomes 
f fire within the project area, inform priorities, and support 
anagement decisions.17 On a vast landscape where funding,

apacity, and resources are limited, management decisions are 
trategically prioritized, and the wildfire risk assessment in- 
orms where to treat hazardous fuels to reduce wildfire risk 

nd which areas to allocate suppression resources.23 

ODs applications and expected benefits 

The PODs framework situates individual projects or In- 
ident Management decisions within the context of a large 
andscape characterized by values, fire risk, and fire out- 
omes varying over space and time. In contrast to reactive 
re management (i.e., “emergencies”such as incident response 
022 
r Emergency Stabilization and Rehabilitation procedures),
ODs create an integrated venue for accommodating stake- 
older input throughout all phases of fire management. PODs 
utputs inform management using local and expert knowl- 
dge, improve coordination across jurisdictions, and gener- 
te agreement regarding appropriate management activities 
o achieve the desired outcomes.18 , 25 

The diversity of landownerships and values on the land- 
cape require a suite of actors to engage in proactive planning 

ocused on strategic activities before, during, and after fires.
ollectively, these activities address disrupted fire regimes and 

mprove or maintain ecosystem resilience. There is general 
greement within HCWC that PODs are needed to inform 

here and when to strategically treat fuels (i.e., encroaching 

onifers and invasive annual grasses) and “compartmentalize”
ildfires to limit any negative long-term effects on resilience 
hen they do occur ( Fig. 2 ). Herein, we summarize potential

uture applications of PODs in the Stinkingwater Mountains 
ilot project area. 

efore fire: Planning treatments, identifying 

esired fire outcomes 

POD summaries can include information such as ecolog- 
cal site condition, resistance and resilience of current plant 
ommunities, risk of negative fire outcomes, and values such as 
reater sage grouse ( Centrocercus urophasianus ) habitat within 
229 



Figure 2. Adaptation of an integrated fire management approach using the Potential Operational Delineations (POD) framework by the Harney County 
Wildfire Collaborative for application in the Stinkingwater Mountains area of Oregon. Maps are representations used here for illustrative purposes only. 
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ach POD. These compilations inform fire and resource spe-
ialists’ and other stakeholders’ discussions regarding relative
isks or outcomes of wildfire and areas where proactive man-
gement (e.g., fuels treatments) may be most useful for miti-
ating fire risk or improving fire outcomes. This is especially
seful for treatment prioritization ( Fig. 3 ), given the high fire
isk in the area and high cost of treatments relative to annual
udgets.23 

Attributes associated with each POD help fire profession-
ls and stakeholders identify, in advance, fire response prior-
ties or where fire may be beneficial. For example, the Inva-
ives Geographic Strategy maps developed for Oregon can
dentify “core”areas where proactive management keeps inva-
ive annuals out, “transitioning”areas where risk of conversion
o annuals exists, and “degraded” areas where current condi-
ions and site potential indicate that restoration will be diffi-
ult ( Fig. 3 ; Creutzburg et al.).25 As a result, it may be deter-
ined that the PCLs constituting the POD boundary are a

igh priority for improvement or maintenance. For example,
n the eastern part of the Stinkingwater Mountains project
rea, a high priority PCL may run along the western edge of
ODs 11, 14, and 17 ( Fig. 3 ). Areas to the east of these PCLs
arry a high risk of complete conversion to invasive annual
rass monocultures after fire, given the large areas intermixed
etween degraded conditions and areas likely “transitioning”
oward annuals with low resilience and/or low perennial grass
over (Creutzburg et al.).25 

Preventing wildfire in such areas is critical to improv-
ng conditions and resilience over time; this unifying ob-
ective can inform all prefire management activities. Al-
hough PODs already dominated by invasive annual grasses
shown as degraded areas in Fig. 3 ) are identified as
ower priority for rehabilitation, preventing the spread of
30 
eeds into neighboring PODs with high-value sage grouse
abitat or sites with low resilience and resistance is vital
Maestas et al.).26 

uring fire: Fire operations, strategic incident 
esponse 

Maps of POD boundaries are largely defined by PCLs
nd provide Incident Commanders or Management Teams
 reference for where they can safely and strategically place
quipment and personnel based on local best practices. Addi-
ionally, POD maps may be referenced by incoming Incident

anagement Teams who may be unfamiliar with the area and
ust communicate with the local unit.19 , 23 , 27 

A summary of values at risk (e.g., sage grouse habitat, cul-
ural resources), hazards, and suppression resources within a
iven POD help line officers and fire managers make timely,
trategic decisions such as where to hold a fire line or con-
uct burnout operations. This helps fire crews identify pri-
ary and contingency containment lines, which allows fire
anagers to streamline resource allocation and focus effort

n PODs of paramount importance to preventing adverse
utcomes affecting values at risk (e.g., transition to invasive
nnual grassland; see earlier section, ‘Before fire: Planning
reatments, identifying desired fire outcomes’). Because the
ODs framework is a planning tool aggregating spatial in-

ormation on hazards and risk, PODs could also be useful to
tate and federal fire agencies using the Wildland Fire Deci-
ion S upport S ystem for providing rationale underlying tacti-
al decisions and documenting decisions during wildland fire
vents.19 , 28 

Finally, by referencing the attributes of an individual POD
nd how an area was prioritized relative to other PODs, they
Rangelands 



Figure 3. Preliminary Potential Operational Delineation (POD) boundaries in the Stinkingwater Mountains project area, Oregon based on existing 
control lines shown over the Invasives Geographic Strategy Map (Creutzburg et al. 25 , this issue). The colors depict the level of annual grass invasion, 
from low in the “core” to intermediate in the “transitioning” areas and high in the “degraded” zones, to provide landscape context and facilitate 
discussion of shared management goals across this diverse landscape. Areas shown in white are nonrangeland cover types such as agriculture, 
developed areas, or water. PODs are numbered for clarity. 
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an aid fire managers’ communications with the public re- 
arding objectives and fire management decisions during in- 
idents.18 

fter fire: Communications, postfire rehabilitation 

bjectives 

Lastly, inventorying values and pre-fire condition of indi- 
idual PODs can inform post-fire rehabilitation. For example,
or a POD with both annual and perennial grass composi- 
ion, an objective identified before a fire may be to attempt 
o transition those areas to perennial dominance after the site 
ext burns (see Creutzburg et al. and Schroeder et al.).25 , 29 

ecause postfire rehabilitation objectives are agreed upon in 

dvance, decisions and implementation (e.g., herbicide and 

eeding treatments) may be expedited. 
Selection of sites for intensive restoration may be informed 

y how the rehabilitation of a POD influences fire behavior—
hen a fire occurs again—in context of the surrounding 

ODs. The POD framework informs rehabilitation priori- 
ies; intensive postfire treatments are costly and success is of- 
en low.12 , 30 Therefore, a prefire POD with a high likelihood 

f fire-based transition to invasive annual grasses would re- 
eive priority for postfire rehabilitation (i.e., to help prevent 

ransition to annual grass dominance). 

022 
nticipated implementation challenges 

Given that, to our knowledge, the PODs framework has 
ot previously been implemented in the sagebrush ecosys- 
em where the BLM is the principal land manager, HCWC’s 
doption of the framework is accompanied by challenges,
ome of which are unique to this social-ecological context.
ome implementation challenges include 1) data limitations 

n rangeland settings; 2) treating fuels or improving PCLs in a 
ultijurisdictional setting; 3) different priorities and percep- 

ions of risk among project stakeholders; and 4) integrating 

alues into the framework that are not spatially explicit and 

ifficult to inventory in a sparsely populated working land- 
cape. Below, we summarize each of these challenges. 

First, available tools for modeling and mapping fire risk 

re often developed for forested systems where fire behavior 
s driven largely by weather and fuel moisture. In rangeland 

ystems, high variability in fine fuel production drives wild- 
re,31 and invading annual grasses provide fine fuels difficult 
o capture in typical fuel models used in wildfire risk assess- 
ents. 
Second, for PCLs to be functional for deploying re- 

ources and providing for firefighter safety, they cross mul- 
iple landownerships within the project area. Aside from se- 
uring private landowner permission and funding to create 
231 
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r maintain PCLs crossing private land, there are also ad-
inistrative requirements for PCL implementation or main-

enance proposed on federal lands. Specifically, the National
nvironmental Policy Act requires federal agencies to anal y ze

ffects of any proposed management activities occurring on
hese lands; this can be time consuming, expensive, and strain
imited staff capacity.32 As a result, the Burns BLM District in

regon, where the Stinkingwater Mountains pilot project is
ocated, estimates 90% of PCLs are currently not maintained
or do they adequately provide for firefighter safety without
ome level of fuel bed preparation during a wildfire incident. 

The project area also involves diverse stakeholders and as-
ociated values; there can be misalignment in priorities as well
s beliefs about management activities that will translate to
andscape-scale wildfire risk reduction.32 , 33 Although the col-
aborative process to develop PODs has been documented to
mprove coordination among stakeholders (e.g., Greiner et
l.) 24 , if the purpose of PODs is not effectively communicated
r if stakeholders disagree about approaches to wildfire man-
gement (e.g., Shinneman et al.),34 some landowners or land
anagers within the project area may opt to not engage in

lanning or mitigation until they directly experience negative
onsequences (e.g., Epanchin-Neill et al., Johnson et al.).35 , 36 

his undermines the purpose of an integrated fire manage-
ent approach; if some landowners or managers are unwilling

r unable to undertake activities identified through the PODs
ramework, it may be impossible to improve fire outcomes at
he landscape scale. 

Lastly, because of the relatively low population density,
patial extensiveness, and few structures, typical data inputs
or values at risk into wildfire risk assessments (e.g., homes
nd infrastructure) do not capture those of paramount con-
ern to rangeland stakeholders. In an informal inventory of
alues stakeholders associate with the Stinkingwater Moun-
ains area at a 2021 HCWC meeting, some values identi-
ed by participants included sage grouse, livestock production,
nd roadless areas. These values can easily be integrated into
ODs using existing data layers such as Oregon Department
f Fish and Wildlife sage grouse habitat designations, state
nd federal grazing allotment boundaries, and Burns BLM

ilderness Study Areas. But it is more difficult to capture
ther values identified by participants such as watershed func-
ion, culture or heritage, natural beauty, community wellbe-
ng, and providing for future generations. Although such val-
es are difficult to quantify or are not spatially explicit, it is
ell documented that values such as culture or the future of a

anch operation—and, by extension, community wellbeing—
otivates individuals to engage in rangeland conservation

e.g., Sorice et al., Wollstein and Davis).37 , 38 However, it is
ifficult to assess the outcomes of fire on these abstract val-
es for integration into wildfire risk assessments. Further-
ore, Tribal stakeholders may be reluctant to spatially map

ultural resources (e.g., Welch, Lake).39 , 40 Yet an understand-
ng of these will be essential for assessing the impacts of a

roposed PCL, for example, that may involve digging a fire- 

ine.41 

t  

i  

32 
oward integrated fire management: A journey

HCWC recognizes a need for a fundamental manage-
ent change within the sagebrush ecosystem; integrated fire
anagement must become the lens through which all land
anagement activities are planned and implemented. Primary

hreats to this landscape are non-native annual grass invasion
s well as conifer encroachment—products of disrupted fire
egimes. Therefore, management singularly focused on en-
roaching conifers or invading annual grasses is unlikely to
roduce durable outcomes. The PODs framework can work
n service of a larger geographic strategy by organizing man-
gement activities on a vast landscape before, during, and after
ildfires to reduce fire risk and adverse effects of fire on values.

An integrated fire management approach will focus plan-
ing and management efforts to yield improved fire outcomes.
his approach includes developing a “spatially explicit pro-
ram of work”42 that will aid in prioritizing wildfire risk mit-
gation treatments, such as location and timing of targeted
razing (Davies et al.).13 PCL implementation will be an
ngoing and potentially controversial process (see Shinne-
an et al.) 34 ; an immediate need is an on-the-ground inven-

ory of PCLs in the project area for accessibility and safety
or wildland firefighting resources and tactics (e.g., fuel type,
oading, and arrangement; see Wright et al.).43 Addition-
lly, to capture values in the Stinkingwater Mountains project
rea, a Landscape Values Mapping process will be undertaken
e.g., McLain et al.) 44 to integrate qualitative and/or spatially-
biquitous values into a wildfire risk assessment. 

Lastly, to engage in collective actions to promote long-
erm ecosystem resilience, there must be shared understand-
ng across land ownerships and among stakeholders of wildfire
isk, how individual actions contribute to—or mitigate—this
isk, and the associated effects of fire on values.45 The POD
ramework can support these needs. First, the PODs develop-
ent process creates a shared vocabulary among stakeholders

sed to communicate about hazards, values, and risk.24 Sec-
nd, PODs integrate data and stakeholder values to credibly
nform a prioritization process for actions to promote values
t risk.18 Third, PODs implementation requires stakehold-
rs to reach agreement regarding desired fire outcomes across
 landscape and collectively identify activities to be imple-
ented before, during, and after fire. Taken together, PODs

re a useful tool for transitioning management of the sage-
rush ecosystem toward integrated fire management and cre-
ting shared understanding about risk factors and coordinat-
ng management activities to improve fire outcomes. 
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